Made in the UAE or #madeintheuae is an initiative from THE SCENE (a private film club) and is a
series of film workshops and film screenings, delivered every month involving filmmakers, talents
working in film projects and/or people involved in the specific segment of the film sector from the
United Arab Emirates to a group of film veterans and people who wish to understand the ins-andouts to succeed in the industry. It's a great way to understand the successes and getting the
inside scoop from talented people to pass on their knowledge to a film audience and building a
network for future projects.









Short films or scenes from a feature film that does not exceed 15 minutes will be accepted
by the organizers.
Submitted films must be MADE IN THE UAE.
Films can be in any language as long as there is English subtitles.
Jurors from Meraas Entertainment and The Scene will choose 1 film from all the
submitted films.
The chosen film will be screened at the Made in the UAE event.
The film must be represented by four different crew and or cast members to address the
crowd.
Each speaker will be given 15 minutes to explain how that specific part of that film was
made.



Made in the UAE series will last 1 hour and 30 minutes
 1 Hour: Divided to 4 speakers which give each of them 15 minutes to explain/present
 15 Minutes: Screening of the chosen film
 15 Minutes: Q&A session with the speakers/panelists



Each speaker will need to submit a PowerPoint presentation with his or her key points
and images or video inserts.
Presentations can be in Arabic. However, it should be translated to English. Panelists can
address the crowd in Arabic. We will provide live translation.





It is free. This platform is created to form a film community that can help each other.

Our #MadeintheUAE events take place at the THE ROXY - Box Park Dubai.

I _________________ understand the terms and conditions outlined and will abide by them for
Made in the UAE film production series by THE SCENE.

Name:_____________________
Signature:__________________
Date:______________________

Name:
Email:
Mobile:
Date:
Date of Birth:

Film name:
Genre:
Duration (The clip that will be chosen should not exceed 15 minutes):
Film Synopsis:

Language:
Country of Production:
Date of Production:
Date of Completion:

FULL NAME
Director:
Cinematographer:
Editor:
Producer:
Writer:
Production Designer:
Makeup & Effects:
Wardrobe:

Actor 1:
Actor 2:
Actor 3:
Actor 4:
Actor 5:

1.
2.
3.
4.

EMAIL

PHONE

1. The submitted film does not guarantee acceptance to #madeintheuae and is subjected to
panel approvals.
2. The film online screener must be provided in order to qualify and sent to office@dseven.com.
3. If selected, you will be contacted by the #madeintheuae organizers.
4. The final film output must be in either DCP or .mp4 HD file or HQ video playback.
5. Attendance is mandatory, any cancellation is prohibited unless if it's an emergency.
6. Valid reason will need to be provided for the emergency cancellation.
7. Emergency cancellations will need to be notified to the organizers within 72 hours and
another attendee should be nominated to replace the canceled party.
8. If any unjustified cancellations occur, the cancelled party will not be allowed to apply for
#madeintheuae.

